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Abstract
This paper is based on a recently developed technique to build debugging tools for lazy functional pro-
gramming languages. With this technique it is possible to replay the execution of a lazy program with a
strict semantics by recording information of unevaluated expressions. The recorded information is called an
oracle and is very compact. Oracles contain the number of strict steps between discarding unevaluated ex-
pressions. The technique has already been successfully employed to construct a debugger for lazy functional
languages.
This paper extends the technique to include also lazy functional logic languages. A debugging tool built
with the technique can be downloaded at www-ps.informatik.uni-kiel.de/~bbr.
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1 Introduction
It has often been remarked that the advanced features of modern functional (logic)
languages pose an obstacle when trying to ﬁnd errors, cf. for instance [14,17].
Therefore in recent years, sophisticated techniques have been developed to support
the programmer with useful tools to ﬁnd bugs in his programs. The most inﬂuential
technique is often called “Algorithmic Debugging” (and sometimes “Declarative
Debugging”) and was originally developed in the context of logic programming
[16]. It has also been adopted to functional programming, e.g. in [15], and also to
functional logic programming, see [9] for the most recent work. It has, however, also
been argued that declarative debugging is not always the tool of choice, and that
other tools provide complementary views, cf. [10]. Consequently, the most ﬂexible
tool for functional languages, HAT [18], provides several views among which the
user can switch arbitrarily. The drawback of such ﬂexibility is paid with a severe
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overhead in the usage of resources. Every HAT session records megabytes of data
about the execution of a given program, often in the hundreds. Much of the work
invested into HAT was concerned with making this huge amount of data manageable
with acceptable response times. The resulting system was highly optimized for the
case of functional programming and is, in consequence, not easy to port to broader
settings like functional logic languages. An according attempt developed in [6,5,3]
did not lead to the implementation of tools with satisfying performance.
Instead we have developed a diﬀerent technique in [4] which enabled us to built
a fast and stable debugging system within a short time. This technique has ﬁrst
been developed to build a debugger for lazy functional languages [8]. This work
describes the extension to the broader setting of functional logic languages.
Before presenting the extension in Section 2, we will ﬁrst describe the basic
idea in Section 1.1. Section 3 contains the description of a debugging tool for the
functional logic language Curry based on the technique. Section 4 concludes.
1.1 Leftmost Innermost Evaluation with Oracle
A simple observation was made during the development of [3]: all of the more
sophisticated approaches to support debugging in lazy programming languages try
to present information about the program’s execution as if the semantics was eager.
In other words, the job of the debugging tools was to wind back the aspects of a
complex evaluation strategy and map it to a simple one. Now the reasoning was like
this: If this mapping of lazy to eager evaluation is the core of successful debugging
techniques, all of these approaches could be derived from mapping a given lazy
derivation to an eager one. The information for such a mapping, however, is smaller
by magnitudes than that needed by tools like HAT or by that developed in [6]. It can
be compressed to counting left-most innermost steps between “discarding steps”,
i.e., such steps which discard expressions not needed for the whole evaluation. For
example, evaluating the expression (head (tail (from 0))) in the context of the
following program
from :: Int -> [Int]
from n = n : from (n+1)
head :: [a] -> a
head (x:_) = x
tail :: [a] -> [a]
tail (_:xs) = xs
head (tail (from 0)) => head (tail (0:from (0+1)))
=> head (from (0+1))
=> head (0+1:from ((0+1)+1) => 0+1 => 1
can be described as: “Do three steps innermost then discard the next two left-most
innermost expressions and do two more eager steps.” In short the information can
be comprised to the list of eager steps [3,0,2]. The ﬁrst number is decreased and
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a leading zero means a discard step. The example derivation can then be mapped
to the eager evaluation:
[3,0,2]
head (tail (from 0)) =>[2,0,2] head (tail (0:from (0+1)))
=>[1,0,2] head (tail (0:from 1))
=>[0,0,2] head (tail (0:1:from (1+1)))
=>[0,2] head (tail (0:1:from _))
=>[2] head (tail (0:1:_))
=>[1] head (1:_)
=>[0] 1
In [4] we have formalized a technique to automatically record and replay such step
information. Apart from showing the soundness of the approach we were able to
prove interesting properties about the magnitude of resources needed to compute
the oracle information. In [8] we have then proposed a tool for debugging lazy
functional programs with the oracle approach. This paper is concerned with the
extension of the approach to functional logic languages.
2 The Extension to Functional Logic Programming
The main topic of this paper is how to transfer the oracle technique described above
to the more general setting of functional logic programming. We can identify three
main topics of the extension:
(i) operations deﬁned by non-deterministic branching
(ii) free variables in conjunction with narrowing
(iii) free variables in conjunction with uniﬁcation
From these three topics we will discuss only the two ﬁrst ones, uniﬁcation is left
for future work.
Before we discuss the details of our solution we ﬁrst give two well known examples
for the two topics. First we will introduce the non-deterministic operation (?) on
base of which all following non-deterministic operations will be deﬁned. (?) takes
two arguments and non-deterministically returns one of them.
(?) :: a -> a -> a
x ? _ = x
_ ? y = y
Using (?), we can deﬁne an operation which inserts a given argument anywhere
into a given list.
insert :: a -> [a] -> [a]
insert x [] = [x]
insert x (y:ys) = x:y:ys ? y:insert x ys
Note that (?) has a very low precedence (the lowest possible in Curry actually).
Based on insert there is an expressive way to deﬁne permutations and permutation
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sort, cf. [12].
permute :: [a] -> [a]
permute [] = []
permute (x:xs) = insert x (permute xs)
permSort :: [Int] -> [Int]
permSort l | sorted permutation = permutation
where permutation = permute l
sorted :: [Int] -> Bool
sorted [] = True
sorted [x] = True
sorted (x:y:ys) | x<=y = sorted (y:ys)
The above declaration of permSort indeed deﬁnes a sorting operation, e.g., the call
(permSort [2,1,3]) evaluates to [1,2,3] and nothing else.
As an example for the use of free variables together with narrowing, we will use
the standard deﬁnition of a function on lists head and a Boolean function guard.
Both functions are only partially deﬁned such that there is a “narrowing” eﬀect
when applying them.
guard :: Bool -> a -> a
guard True x = x
The running example for narrowing in the following will be (let x free in guard
(head x) 1) which evaluates to 1 with x bound to (True:y) for a fresh variable y.
After introducing the two running examples we now turn to examine two general
concepts in functional logic programming, namely generators and computations on
search trees. Applying these concepts approaches will then lead to the extension of
the oracle technique.
2.1 Generators
There are two recent developments in the theory of functional logic languages that
simplify the task to extend the oracle technique to this setting considerably. One
is the observation that free variables coincide with so called “generator functions”
as discovered independently in [2] and [11]. The second is that deterministic and
non-deterministic aspects of a functional logic program can be neatly divided into
a deterministic evaluation on one hand and a projection of the result according to
a set of choices on the other hand. This second idea was described in detail in [7].
Before applying both ideas to the case at hand we illustrate them with regard to
the running examples.
A generator for a given type is a function that non-deterministically evaluates
to all possible values of that type. For example the generator for Boolean values is
straightforward:
genBool :: Bool
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genBool = True ? False
With regard to types with an inﬁnite set of values we have to be more speciﬁc
about the structure of a generator. Each alternative on the right-hand side should
introduce exactly one of the types’ constructors. The constructors’ arguments can
then be again calls to other generator functions of an appropriate type. According
to [2, Deﬁnition 3] and in compliance with [11, Deﬁnition 3.3] the generator for lists
of Boolean values is:
genBoolList :: [Bool]
genBoolList = [] ? genBool : genBoolList
The resulting function has several interesting properties. Apart from the fact that
eventually each possible value is generated (compare to [2, Lemma 1] and [11,
Lemma 3.4]), the so deﬁned generator is productive in the sense that each alternative
produces a head normal form of arbitrary depth in a ﬁnite number of steps while
introducing only a ﬁnite number of non-deterministic branches.
In order to be more true to Curry’s type system, which allows polymorphic
functions and constructors, we change the above deﬁnitions slightly. It is easy to
see that the claims from [2,11] still hold.
type Generator a :: () -> a
genBool :: Generator Bool
genBool _ = True ? False
genList :: Generator a -> Generator [a]
genList gen _ = [] ? gen () : genList gen ()
The extension with the artiﬁcial argument () is necessary because of call-time
choice. Without it, genList would produce lists that either contain only True or
only False but not, e.g., [True,False].
The connection between generators and free variables can be illustrated with the
narrowing example. Evaluating the expression replacing the variable with a genera-
tor, i.e., (guard (head (genList genBool ())) 1) also yields 1 with the expres-
sion being evaluated only as far as needed, that is to the expression (True:genList
genBool ()). Not only with regards to semantics there is a close correspondence
between generators and free variables, e.g., the result is 1. But also operationally
the correspondence is tight as could be shown in [7]. Wherever we have a free
variable in the substitution part of a narrowing derivation, we ﬁnd a non-evaluated
generator in the expression for the derivation with generators.
2.2 Search Trees
The second insight important for the presented work was introduced in [7]. There
the operational machinery of functional logic programming is separated into a deter-
ministic part computing on so called search trees and a logic part projecting values
out of that tree. The general idea is that all types τ are extended by two new
constructors Fail :: τ which presents a failure and Or :: Ref -> τ -> τ ->
τ which represents a non-deterministic branching. The reference of type Ref is used
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by the projection to identify identical choices with respect to call-time choice as
explained below. The new Or constructors are all introduced by the (?) operation,
which now – in contrast to the ﬁrst version above – looks like this:
(?) :: a -> a -> a
x ? y = Or r x y where r fresh
The generation of fresh references utilized for (?) is the only non-deterministic
feature needed in order to deﬁne the complete operational behavior of functional
logic languages as detailed in [7]. In the following we assume that references in Or
constructors are simple integers although any type with a well-deﬁned identity would
suﬃce. In order to gain the full expressiveness of functional logic programming each
pattern matching in the program is extended by a case for the Or constructor. For
example, the declaration of insert is completed by the following rules:
insert x (Or r y z) = Or r (insert x y) (insert x z)
insert _ Fail = Fail
The deﬁnition of permute and the other operations introduced above are completed
likewise. The only deﬁnition for which completion is a bit more complicated is
sorted, as described below. To get an idea how the completed operations behave
consider the following evaluation of permute [3,1,2]:
permute [3,1,2] => insert 3 (permute [1,2])
=> insert 3 (insert 1 (insert 2 []))
=> insert 3 (insert 1 [2])
=> insert 3 (Or 1 [1,2] [2,1])
{-new rule!-} => Or 1 (insert 3 [1,2]) (insert 3 [2,1])
=> Or 1 (Or 2 [3,1,2] (1:insert 3 [2]))
(Or 3 [3,2,1] (2:insert 3 [1]))
=> Or 1 (Or 2 [3,1,2] (1:Or 4 [3,2] [2,3]))
(Or 3 [3,2,1] (2:Or 5 [3,1] [1,3]))
To project the search tree to a value we need a set of choices. Such a set deﬁnes
for which reference which alternative to take. For example the one choice could be
(1,1) representing that for reference 1 we take the ﬁrst alternative whereas (2,2)
would represent the choice to take the second alternative for reference 2. Projecting
the resulting tree of the above example by the set of choices [(1,1),(2,2),(4,2)]
we would obtain the list [1,2,3]. A search now boils down to the systematic
construction of sets of choices. In order to illustrate this last point we also complete
the deﬁnition of operation sorted deﬁned above. As sorted matches on more
than one constructor we have to introduce an auxiliary function. In general, in the
resulting program each function matches at most one constructor. This makes it
possible to continue the computation in the arguments of an Or node. The completed
declaration of sorted is accordingly:
sorted :: [Int] -> Bool
sorted [] = True
sorted (x:xs) = sorted2 x xs
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sorted (Or r x y) = Or r (sorted x) (sorted y)
sorted Fail = Fail
sorted2 x [] = True
sorted2 x (y:ys) | x<=y = sorted (y:ys)
sorted2 x (Or r y z) = Or r (sorted2 x y) (sorted2 x z)
sorted2 _ Fail = Fail
The guard “| x<=y = sorted (y:ys)” can be considered as syntactic sugar for
(guard (x<=y) (sorted (y:ys))) giving us the opportunity to illustrate the last
part of declaration completion, which is that constructors missing in the matching
of the original deﬁnition will be mapped to Fail:
guard :: Bool -> a -> a
guard True e = e
guard False _ = Fail
guard (Or r x y) e = Or r (guard x e) (guard y e)
guard Fail _ = Fail
With this it is easy to verify that sorted (permute [3,1,2]) evaluates to:
sorted (permute [3,1,2]) = Or 1 (Or 2 Fail (Or 4 Fail True))
(Or 3 Fail (Or 5 Fail Fail))
The importance of the references in the Or constructors can now be seen when
considering the evaluation of calls to permSort. Considering its deﬁnition the op-
eration permSort inserts its argument in those places in the tree where there is a
True. Therefore a total evaluation of the expression (permSort [3,1,2]) is:
permSort [3,1,2] =
Or 1 (Or 2 Fail (Or 4 Fail (Or 1 (Or 2 [3,1,2] (1:Or 4 [3,2]
[2,3]))
(Or 3 [3,2,1] (2:Or 5 [3,1]
[1,3])))))
(Or 3 Fail (Or 5 Fail Fail))
The important point is that for any projection from that tree to a value this result
is equal to
permSort [3,1,2] = Or 1 (Or 2 Fail (Or 4 Fail [1,2,3])) Fail
The reason is that any path to the sub tree corresponding to (permute [3,1,2])
leads over the choices [(1,1),(2,2),(4,2)]. Therefore these choices are also ap-
plied for this sub tree leading to the one possibility [1,2,3] only. In addition any
choice including (1,2) can only yield a failure.
Just as a remark, irrelevant alternatives like those in the sub tree for (permute
[3,1,2]) are often discarded before they are evaluated at all because of laziness.
In those cases where they are evaluated they were needed by a former part of the
evaluation as in the above example. Nevertheless, it is a good idea to cut away
such irrelevant alternatives as soon as possible to free the memory and prevent un-
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necessary lookup of choices. However, possible optimization techniques are beyond
the scope of this paper and we concentrate on the main advantage of the described
technique for building debugging tools. This advantage is that because the main
computation is now clearly separated in a deterministic derivation and a projection,
the oracle technique developed to replay functional programs can be extended for
functional logic programs in a straightforward way.
2.3 A Functional Logic Oracle
There are two main ideas we can directly use to extend the oracle technique to
functional logic languages:
• non-deterministic choices can be treated like constructors
• free variables can be replaced by non-deterministic operations
These two ideas can be put together to translate functional logic derivations to strict
derivations with oracle. For example, consider the lazy evaluation of the expression
head (insert 3 [1,2]):
head (insert 3 [1,2]) => head (Or 1 [3,1,2] (1:insert 3 [2]))
=> Or 1 (head [3,1,2]) (head (1:insert 3 [2]))
=> Or 1 3 (head (1:insert 3 [2]))
=> Or 1 3 1
In order to describe the innermost derivation with oracle, all we need to do is
describe the derivation as if it was a purely functional. This means, we state that
we do the ﬁrst leftmost innermost step because the corresponding redex (insert
3 [1,2]) was unfolded and in the result which is (Or 1 [3,1,2] (1:insert 3
[2])) the next leftmost innermost redex which is (insert 3 [2]) is not evaluated
and after that all remaining redexes are unfolded. The resulting oracle is therefore
[1,3] and we can replay the derivation as:
[1,3]
head (insert 3 [1,2]) =>[0,3] head (Or 1 [3,1,2] (1:insert 3 [2]))
=>[3] head (Or 1 [3,1,2] (1:_))
=>[2] Or 1 (head [3,1,2]) (head (1:_))
=>[1] Or 1 3 (head (1:_))
=>[0] Or 1 3 1
As detailed in [7] the search tree approach is well suited to implement search strate-
gies as traversals on the tree structure. This is also compatible with the presented
approach. If, for instance the programmer would have been interested in a ﬁrst so-
lution only with, e.g., a depth ﬁrst strategy, the above expression would have been
evaluated to (Or 1 3 (head (1:insert 3 [2]))) only and the corresponding or-
acle would have been [1,2,0].
But not only can we describe the evaluation of non-deterministic operations
with the same oracle but also the narrowing of free variables. This can be done by
describing how the corresponding generator is evaluated. For example the narrowing
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derivation
guard (head x) 1 ={x/(a:z)} guard a 1
={a/True} 1
can be described by the oracle [2,7,0]. The ﬁrst three decisions describe the
binding of the variable as the evaluation of the corresponding generator:
[2,7,0] genList genBool ()
=>[1,7,0] Or 1 [] (genBool () : genList genBool ())
=>[0,7,0] Or 1 [] (Or 2 True False : genList genBool ())
=>[7,0] Or 1 [] (Or 2 True False : _)
The next three steps describe the application of head to the generated result:
[7,0] head (Or 1 [] (Or 2 T F:_))
=>[6,0] Or 1 (head []) (head (Or 2 T F:_))
=>[5,0] Or 1 Fail (head (Or 2 T F:_))
=>[4,0] Or 1 Fail (Or 2 T F)
And ﬁnally [4,0] describes the application of guard assuming that the programmer
was searching for the ﬁrst solution only, as above.
[4,0] guard (Or 1 Fail (Or 2 T F)) 1
=>[3,0] Or 1 (guard Fail 1) (guard (Or 2 T F) 1)
=>[2,0] Or 1 Fail (guard (Or 2 T F) 1)
=>[1,0] Or 1 Fail (Or 2 (guard T 1) (guard F 1))
=>[0,0] Or 1 Fail (Or 2 1 (guard F 1))
=>[0] Or 1 Fail (Or 2 1 _)
The main result of the consideration is that in order to extend the oracle approach
to functional logic programming, the deﬁnition of an oracle does not need any
change. The main requirement is that the events are recorded in compliance with
the operational semantics described in [7].
3 The debugging Tool
We have implemented the ideas introduced in the last section into a debugging tool
for the language Curry. The tool is an extension of the one presented in [8] for the
functional subset of Curry. In this section we will describe the basic ideas of how
to present Curry derivations to the user.
3.1 Representing Non-Determinism
The derivations with Or constructors and their references as well as the more tech-
nical details of the completed reductions are not suited for the programmer who is
looking for a bug in his Curry program. Therefore several conventions help to get
a more simple view on derivations.
• unfolding of generator functions is never seen (trusted functions)
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• the references of Or constructors are hidden; a value like (Or 2 True False), for
instance is represented as (True ? False)
• irrelevant parts of search trees (recall the permSort example from above) are
always omitted
• when an Or node has only a single valid alternative; this alternative is shown
rather than any failures
• calls to auxiliary functions like sorted2 in the above example are omitted
Accordingly, the following output is generated by a step by step examination for




permute [] => []
insert 1 [] => [1]
permute [1] => [1]
insert 2 [1]
insert 2 [] => [2]
insert 2 [1] => [2,1] ? [1,2]
permute [2,1] => [2,1] ? [1,2]
sorted ([2,1] ? [1,2])
2 < 1 => False
1 < 2 => True
sorted [2]
sorted [2] => True
sorted ([2,1] ? [1,2]) => True
permSort [2,1] => [1,2]
As described in [8], the tool also features a declarative debugging mode. In this mode
the user can state correctness or faultiness of sub derivations to isolate erroneous
rules.
3.2 Bubbling
In order to omit the representation of references in Or constructors without loosing
semantically important information, we have adopted bubbling as ﬁrst presented
in [1]. Bubbling is related to the approach presented in Section 2.2 in the sense
that non-deterministic branching is treated (almost) like a constructor. The Or
constructors in Section 2.2 are “lifted up” one step at a time by the rules added
for completion like head (Or r x y) = Or r (head x) (head y). In bubbling,
in contrast, when a (?) is at a needed position it is moved up in the term struc-
ture until a “proper dominator” has been copied, i.e., a symbol which is above all
references to that (?). The exact deﬁnition of bubbling [1, Deﬁnition 5] is rather
3 For this presentation, we have deleted some redundant lines and added the spacing.
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technical but the idea is quite intuitive and we will use the style of [13]. Consider
the following example:
let l=insert 1 [2] in (head l,l) =>
let l=[1,2] ? [2,1] in (head l,l)
In the approach described in Section 2.2 the end result of this derivation would be
(1 ?1 2,[1,2] ?1 [2,1]). The references (here denoted as subscript to (?)) are
then needed to reconstruct the fact that both parts of the tuple share the same
choice, i.e., that (1,[2,1]) is not a valid projection of the result. In bubbling, in
contrast, the next step is to copy the whole let expression. (If there was an outer
context of this expression, that context would not be copied.) In the notions of [1],
the tuple constructor is the dominator.
let l=[1,2] ? [2,1] in (head l,l) =>
let l=[1,2] in (head l,l) ? let l=[2,1] in (head l,l) =>
(1,[1,2]) ? (2,[2,1])
The advantage of this technique is that ? is never duplicated and, thus, no references
are needed. This is why we use the technique to omit the references when presenting
values. In our tool, the derivation is presented as
main
insert 1 [2]
insert 1 [] => [1]
insert 1 [2] => [1,2] ? [2,1]
head ([1,2] ? [2,1]) => 1 ? 2
main => (1,[1,2]) ? (2,[2,1])
As you can see, head is applied to the non-deterministic argument ([1,2] ? [2,1])
but the presentation at the end is the result of a bubbling procedure in the pretty
printer.
3.3 Representation of Free Variables
As discussed in Section 2.3, the oracle approach maps free variables to the evalua-
tion of the corresponding generator. As a consequence, in the strict evaluation all
bindings of a given variable are already computed before any operation is applied to
that variable. (Compare to the evaluation of (guard (head x) 1 where x free)
above.) So far, the debugging tool building on this technique can therefore only
access all of the bindings for that variable which will occur in the whole derivation.
This can be unexpected for the user and the aim of this section is to explain how a
special representation for free variables can be supported. To achieve this, we have
to make some adjustments to the search tree mechanism as described in 2.2. The
ﬁrst change is that we need to be able to distinguish between Or nodes originating
from generator functions and those stemming from a call to (?). To keep most of
the described mechanism as similar as possible, we introduce this distinction to the
type OrRef:
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data OrRef = Generator Int | NoGenerator Int
Accordingly, we change the deﬁnitions of (?) and the generator operations as
follows:
(?) :: a -> a -> a
x ? y = Or (NoGenerator r) x y where r fresh
genBool :: Generator Bool
genBool _ = Or (Generator r) True False where r fresh
Each narrowing step has to change the Or reference such that the corresponding
result is not treated as a free variable anymore. For this we use the auxiliary
function narrow:
narrow :: OrRef -> OrRef
narrow (Generator x) = NoGenerator x
narrow (NoGenerator x) = NoGenerator x
Function narrow is called in those rules which were added to each function to treat
the Or case. For example, function head is now completed with the following rule
(instead of the one used in Section 2.2):
head (Or r x y) = Or (narrow r) (head x) (head y)
With these changes we can now give a special treatment to free variables and can




not A => True ? False
tuple A => (False,True) ? (True,False)
main => (False,True) ? (True,False)
3.4 Uniﬁcation
One of the main open problems with generator functions is how to reclaim the
power of the uniﬁcation operator (=:=). This operator introduces a new quality to
functional logic programming. Where narrowing only binds free variables to non-
variable constructor terms, (=:=) can also bind free variables to other variables. In
this section we can only sketch the main ideas to solve this problem for the oracle
approach.
In order to include uniﬁcation in the presented technique, we need a further
extension of the information contained in Or references. In addition to the possibility
to tell generator branches from ordinary ones introduced in Section 3.3, we need
information about the Or references of the children of a generator. As a simple
example, to establish the equality between to generated boolean lists
genList genBool ()=:=genList genBool () =>
Or (Generator 1) [] (genBool ():genList genBool ()) =:=
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Or (Generator 2) [] (genBool ():genList genBool ())
we need not only to establish a connection between the references 1 and 2 but
also between the references of the respective arguments of the (:). The according
change to the declaration of OrRef is:
data OrRef = Generator Int [Int]
| Narrowed Int [Int]
| NoGenerator Int
Each generator has to include the references for its direct children in the Or reference
of the parent. The dummy parameter now becomes a proper argument.
type Generator a = Int -> a
genBool i = Or (Generator i []) True False
genList gen i = Or (Generator i [j,k]) [] (gen j:genList genBool k)
where j,k fresh
A free variable, e.g. x::[Bool], is now introduced by genList genBool r where
r fresh.
The next step would be to design a type of constraints. For uniﬁcation we need
only a single kind of constraints but, in principle, other kinds of constraints can be
treated in the same way.
data Constraint = Eq OrRef OrRef | ...
We need an additional constructor Constraint :: Constraint -> a -> a. Con-
straints have to be lifted just like Or constructors or Fail, e.g.:
head (Constraint c x) = Constraint c (head x)
Finally, the projection from search trees to values described in Section 2.2 has to
be extended to a constraint solver. Due to lack of space we cannot describe the
implementation of such a solver and leave this part for future work.
The described extension is implemented in the debugging tool such that the
evaluation of (x=:=True:y &> (x,y) where x,y free) can be shown as
main
A =:= (True : B) => Success
Success &> (True : B,B) => (True : B,B)
main => (True : B,B)
4 Related Work and Conclusion
We have presented a recently developed technique to record compact data about
programs written in a lazy functional language. We have shown how this technique
can be extended to include the advanced features of lazy functional logic languages,
especially with respect to narrowing and non-deterministic operations. The exten-
sion to uniﬁcation has only been sketched and a more thorough treatment is part
of future work.
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With respect to related work, the presented approach is complementary, as also
described in Section 1. There are many debugging tools for lazy functional lan-
guages, cf. [10] for a survey but also for functional logic languages, cf. [9] for the
most recent paper. The presented approach is about a technique to record less
data about programs and how this technique can be employed to create eﬃcient
debugging tools. With the ideas developed in [3] we think that this technique can
be applied to integrate all of the related approaches. The transfer of the framework
described in [3] and its application to build diﬀerent debugging views is therefore
the next step of the development. The debugging tool built on the presented tech-
nique can be downloaded at www-ps.informatik.uni-kiel.de/~bbr and includes
apart from a step/skip mode the possibility of declarative debugging and virtual
I/O as described in [8].
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